
Sacred San Pedro Oneness Visioning Journey 

 Ancient & Sacred Medicine 
Gifted from the Andes Mountains 

For those who hear the call… 

San Pedro at TBM is Unique! 

Discover… 
• Ingesting and Non-Ingesting

Ceremonies Offered

• A loving journey of the heart

• Healing that which was hidden

• Perception beyond the mind

• Deep connection with Oneness

• An invitation for the soul to lead

CUSTOM JOURNEYS AVAILABLE…just ask! 

Please read this brochure in its entirety! 

Ancient & Sacred Medicine 
Gifted from the Andes Mountains 

For those who hear the call… 

Authentic Locally Crafted Temescal 

Four-Directions Fire Pit 

Mayan Ceremonial Site 



The Unique Ceremonial Experience of San Pedro, known locally as 
Huachuma, at TOSA Blue Mountain 

At TBM we lovingly cultivate this divine entheogenic* plant in complete harmony with the Ascended energies 
and paradigm shifts that many are sensing and experiencing--here in the Andean valley where this medicine has 
grown wild for 1000’s of years.

Sacred medicine has been held in the hands of the Medicine Men and Women with reverence for thousands of 
years because when any sacred medicine is ingested with conscious intention, in combination with the ability 
to be with those that can facilitate your sacred intention, it becomes the great gift of conscious connection 
and expansion. Creating space for that which is more authentic to come forward, positively shifting our lives 
and consciousness.  

The Consciousness Connection 
This is a shift from an egoic or ‘separate-self’ identity into 
a deeper realization that we ARE this Consciousness Field 
at the foundation of our Self that connects ALL. For those 
of us who have awakened or sensed this Reality, 
Huachuma can amplify our Being-ness while assisting to 
reduce the ego-mind, to enhance or deepen this ‘seeing.’  

This does not mean one stays forever in the cradle of the 
Infinite, however knowing and viscerally connecting with 
our ‘true nature’ allows us to move forward in our lives, 
operating at all of the relative levels more consciously. 
This is the ultimate goal of a sincere spiritual seeker: to 
reconnect with Oneness completely, and without doubt! * 

An entheogen is any psychoactive substance that induces a spiritual experience 
and is aimed at spiritual development. 



Living in the material world of density has, for many of us, called forward blocks to seeing this truth. We may 
or may not be aware of the depth of these blocks. The illusions created as part of our world view can bring up 
fears, doubt and anxieties that are often challenging. 

Knowing this – we can work consciously with those blocks to shift them when walking through the journey. 
At TOSA Blue Mountain, we create an environment that supports you to deeply connect with your Source 
field to transform, heal, and expand by seeing the beauty of your divine self and connecting with your infinite 
nature in ways that will forever assist you. We have found that this approach invites your journey to be 
deeper and ever more permanent.  

TOSA Blue Mountain offers TWO different Sacred Huachuma Plant medicine 
Options! Please continue reading to discover more… 

Sacred Intention Setting Tea Ceremony: 

Your Huachuma Journey at TOSA Blue Mountain begins with a 
Sacred intention-setting ceremony the evening before your 
journey at the four directions fire pit and Temescal. Here you will 
meet Sri & Kira, who will introduce you to two sacred & non-
entheogen medicines found here in Ecuador: Dried Guayusa 
leaves from the Amazon and Cocoa husks. A gentle & loving tea, 
prepared to assist you with your clarity and intentions for the 
Journey. Sri & Kira, along with your on-site San Pedro Guide, will 
discuss the journey with you, answer your questions and set the 
beautiful and power-filled energy for the following day.  
Afterwards, relax by the fire, gaze at the stars above and drink in the 
Peace-filled warmth of your sacred Tea.  

Enjoy your Ceremony in a group or private setting. Sri & Kira have been guiding Sacred Plant Medicine 
Journeys together for nearly 20 years. 



Option I: TOSA Blue Mountain Sacred Huachuma Medicine Experience 

On the morning of your Journey, meet your San Pedro Guide (At one of your favorite spots on campus! 
E.g. Temescal, Water Therapy Center) who will assist you with ingesting the medicine and making sure
that you’re comfortable. Your San Pedro Guide will check in and assist you throughout the day.

During your Journey, you are free to connect with 
the land in a variety of beautiful & sacred spaces! 

The Meditation Caves with expansive views of the 
Compadres Mountains and Inter-Andean valley, visit “Old 
Paute” our 300+ year old & lovingly restored space for 
connection, A beautiful yoga studio with bamboo floors, 
Indian artifacts & art and stunning views, humming birds 
and incredible flora & fauna to observe, enjoy The Water 
Therapy Center with heated pool, Jacuzzi and Fountain of 
Creation… SO many incredible spaces to choose from! 
Relax and Ascend into the Truth of who you are while 
feeling safe, supported and rejuvenated!  



Option II: Group Ceremony with Local Indigenous Cañari Elders & Lineageholders 

Coming with a group of friends/family? Are you a retreat leader and would like to bring your group to 
experience authentic San Pedro Ceremony as practiced by local Cañari Medicine men and women? 
Alexander Padilla is a local Tita, Shaman from the province of Cañar; He and his Cañari brothers & 
sisters will take you on a Huachuma journey of ceremony filled with music, traditionally prepared 
tobacco, sacred water & cleansing rituals and tremendous heart here onsite at TOSA Blue Mountain. 
This option is dependent on availability and only on weekends. Email Services@Tosabluemountain.com 
for details.  

Andean Medicine 
Tecnologist Certificate 

Alexander Padilla 

mailto:Services@Tosabluemountain.com


TOSA Blue Mountain San Pedro journeys are UNIQUE and Personalized! 
We sincerely care that your dreams are achieved! 

Your San Pedro journey requires a minimum Two- Night/Three-day Stay onsite. Please carefully 
read this entire brochure and ask your questions prior to reserving. Your Sacred journey is a precious 
gift to yourself. Let us attend to the details to insure your comfort and satisfaction! Note: If you are 
reserving Multiple Journey’s for deeper expansion and/or additional time at TOSA Blue Mountain 
please ask us about creating a personal retreat package at a reduced rate 

Your all-inclusive sacred journey rate includes a fully appointed Casita and everything listed here: 

• Unlimited access to all Temples, trails, grounds, gardens, meditation areas and ALL Amenities

• Three vegetarian meals daily and snacks, PLUS unlimited PURE Crystalline drinking water!*

• Double Occupancy Casita with hot water, free WIFI and in room organic coffee/tea bar

• Private rooms are possible based upon occupancy at time of reservation, please inquire

• Sacred Tea Intention Setting Ceremony & Personal San Pedro Guide

All-Inclusive Sacred San Pedro Retreat, 3 days/2 nights: $485  
Discounted SAN PEDRO Journey ONLY WITH other reservation $244

Special Requests? Please ask. If you would like to have a custom journey created for you, 
please write: Services@TosaBlueMountain.com. Affordable Transportation to/from the 
airport is available with our local English-Speaking driver 
*A special diet is REQUIRED for this FULL DAY ceremony. Details given prior to arrival!

While onsite at TOSA Blue Mountain, enjoy walking the easy hike to the top of the 
mountain, trace the petroglyphs and connect to the cosmos! Sit in the Meditation Caves & 

Violet Ray Shiva Temple, fully relax into the Jacuzzi, enjoy a luxurious Hot Stone 
Massage...& More! 

Breathe, Relax, Heal, Integrate! 
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Questions & Answers 
Please read this brochure in its entirety. If you have more questions we encourage you to ask 
prior to reservation! 
 
Is this a Drug and is it legal? 
San Pedro is considered to be a drug in that it will induce a freedom from constriction and set 
your mind free. In Ecuador it is 100% legal to grow, process and offer San Pedro as a Sacred 
Medicine. 
 
How is TOSA Blue Mountain San Pedro Cultivated?  
Onsite cultivation and preparation assures our cactus are grown organically and are in divine 
harmony with the higher frequencies. 
 
What can I expect during my journey? 
Each journey is unique. Your journey will begin on the first night with a Sacred Tea 
Intention Ceremony and a light dinner. The next morning your journey will begin 8 am and 
will last anywhere from 8- 18 hours. 
 
How is this different from Ayahuasca? 
Due to the method of processing most people will not experience the vast “vomiting” that is 
common in Ayahuasca. However, a purge is not uncommon and usually has emotional 
underpinnings. San Pedro is a “loving” experience of the Heart and often lends itself to 
processing and sharing the experience whereas Ayahuasca is typically a solitary journey. 

 
Will Sri & Kira be personally guiding me? 
Sri & Kira will be personally involved in your pre-journey and assisting with your Sacred 
Intention. They will be onsite during your journey and be with you as you enter the 
Integration phase. Based upon your experience they will also offer additional modalities as 
needed. Your journey day will be spent with your San Pedro Guide, a VERY seasoned 
journey professional, thereby assuring your safety and success! 
 
What is different about a Huachuma Journey at TOSA Blue Mountain versus other locations? 
There are many offerings available throughout Ecuador and Peru to experience San Pedro 
medicine. Often these are hosted as group experiences and will include a variety of people, all 
with different intentions. This journey is truly NOT for those who are seeking to “get high” or 
“check out”. Please go deeply within and discover WHY you are seeking this experience…let 
your heart guide you! TBM San Pedro Journeys have been specifically designed for those who 
are ready to dive deeply and honestly into the depth of their divine nature. Our sacred 
intention is to offer unique and personalized experience that is crafted for you to access 
Ancient Wisdom and call forward the blessing of the Oneness Experience. This is a journey of 
discovery of the depth of the heart.



 

 

TOSA Blue Mountain has unique services available that can be combined 
into a package or simply enjoyed as your heart calls! 

To Learn more about all the of TBM’s unique holistic services 
and Spa offerings, please visit TOSABlueMountain.com 

Ask about Soul Readings, Avesa Medical Intuitive Sessions, 
Cosmic Life Regressions, Ascended Numerology & Soul 

Charting with Sri & Kira 

Crystalline Atlantean Healing Chamber 
AVESA Chakra Balancing 

Ayurveda Pizhichil Therapy 
A variety of Luxurious Massages  

& Manicures/Pedicures 
 

Onsite IV Therapy Treatments 
With Dr. Lorena Vintimilla 

Epoch Laser Therapy 
 

Authentic Mayan Ceremonies 
Off and Onsite Ceremonies with 

the Local Cañari Indigenous 

 

 
 

Day Trips to Nearby Artisan 
Villages, Piedra de Agua, 

Chobshi, Ingapirca & More! 



 

 

 
 
  

Discover More at: TOSABlueMountain.com  

Questions? Please write us at: Services@Tosabluemountain.com 
      
       For upcoming TOSA EVENTS or to plan your own: 

Please Visit our Events Page at: https://tosabluemountain.com/events/ 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 

TOSA BLUE MOUNTAIN, Ecuador 

Via Chicti a Dug Dug, Km 4.5 
Paute, Azuay, Ecuador 

www.TOSABLUE MOUNTAIN.com 
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